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1 INTRODUCTION TO EQUITY 

1.1 WHAT IS EQUITY? 

Equity is the separate body of law, developed in the Court of Chancery, which supplements, corrects 
and controls the rules of common law 
 
Equity differs from common law in that it recognises different forms of property, different levels of 
ownership, and may enforce rights where the common law does not (Eg. fiduciary obligations)  
 
Equity and common law also have different remedial regimes, and recognise different types of 
obligations such as proscriptive and prescriptive obligations 

1.1.1 EQUITY’S JURISDICTION 

There are two distinct forms of jurisdiction: 
 

Exclusive Jurisdiction Concurrent Jurisdiction 

-Rights and obligations only recognised in equity, 
such as trusts or fiduciary obligations 
-Equity acts as an extension to common law 

-Equity supplements common law rights and 
obligations (i.e. by providing equitable remedies) 
-Equity acts as a supplement to common law 

 
Section 29 of the Supreme Court Act is given effect from historical foundations in Re Earl of Oxford’s 
Case, stating that the law and equity are to be concurrently administered and if there is a conflict 
between the two, equity will prevail 
 
The Judicature Act 1883 (Vic) abolished the old two court division, and established a single court with 
different divisions – both divisions were given both legal and equitable jurisdiction 

1.1.2 FUSION DEBATE 

Fusion in Australia is administrative only and not doctrinal – an equitable cause of action can only be 
rewarded equitable remedies per Giller v Procopets, whilst a legal cause of action can be given either 
equitable and/or legal remedies 

1.1.3 EQUITABLE MAXIMS 

These maxims are presumptive guidelines that are applied by a Court to assist determination – they 
are not rules or principles of law and use is discretionary  
 

• Equity will not, by reason of a merely technical defect, suffer a wrong to be un-remedied 
• Equity follows the law 
• Where equities are equal, first in time prevails 
• He who seeks equity must do equity 
• He who comes in equity must come with clean hands 
• Delay defeats equities 
• Equity looks to intent rather than form 
• Equity regards as done that which ought to be done 
• Equity acts in personam (acts upon the personal conscience of the defendant) 
• Equity does not assist a volunteer 
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2.2 ESTABLISHING A FIDUCIARY RELATIONSHIP 

Whether a fiduciary relationship exists is a question of fact – However the relationship between the 
parties generally will involve a power imbalance, rendering the beneficiary vulnerable or in reliance 
on the fiduciary (Dawson J in Hospital Products) 
 
A relationship of trust and confidence will be recognised as fiduciary when it arises from the fiduciary 
undertaking to act in the interests of the beneficiary, in a manner which confers a discretion on the 
fiduciary, where the exercise of that discretion affects the beneficiary’s economic interests  
 
These relationships can be vertical or horizontal and can arise in one of two ways: 

2.2.1 ACCEPTED CATEGORIES 

1. Trustee and beneficiary per Keech v Sandford 
-The trustee must not take up an opportunity for himself/herself, even if the trust itself cannot 
 
2. Agent and principal per McKenzie v McDonald 
-An agent can only buy from the principal at arms length and with full disclosure 
 
3. Employee and employer per Warman v Dwyer 
-Even when the business is poorly run, a senior employee may be liable for taking assets or knowledge 
from the business 
 
4. Director and company per Regal Hastings v Gulliver 
-A director cannot take up an opportunity and/or special knowledge obtained in their capacity as 
fiduciaries without consent 
 
5. Solicitor and client per Nocton v Lord Ashburton 
-A solicitor must not advise a client if it give them a personal advantage 
 
6. Bankruptcy trustee and creditor 
 
7. Partner and partner per Chan v Zacharia; Partnership Act 1958 (Vic) 
-A partner cannot directly or indirectly use partnership assets for personal gain 

Section 5(1) A partnership is the relation which subsists between persons carrying on a business 
in common with a view of profits 

Section 6 Outlines the rules for determining the existence of partnerships 

Section 9 Each partner is an agent of the firm (partnership) and his other partners 

Section 10 A partner’s acts bind the firm and other partners 

Section 15 Where one partner misapplies money to property received from a third party, the 
firm will be liable to make good on the loss 

Section 23 Mutual rights/duties of partners can be verified by consent 

Section 24 Partnership property is treated as held on trust for all partners 

Section 33L Partners must account to the firm for benefits derived without consent from 
transactions concerning partnerships (profit’s rule restated) 

Section 34 Partners cannot compete with the firm without consent 

 
Note: These categories are not closed – generally the fiduciary is placed in a special position with 
respect to the principal’s economic interests (Mason J in Hospital Products) 
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2.5 DEFENCE TO BREACH (CONSENT) 

There is no freestanding ‘duty to disclose’ as this would be prescriptive; Instead disclosure is one part 
of the defence to breach 
 
The defence to breach of fiduciary duty requires full disclosure of all relevant facts and fully informed 
consent (Boardman v Phipps; Chan v Zacharia) 
 

2.5.1 REQUIREMENTS 

1. The principal may consent to, excuse or ratify a breach of duty provided the material facts have 
been sufficiently disclosed per Farah Constructions v Say-Dee 
 
2. The consent must be full and informed per Boardman v Phipps 
-Strict liability suggests a fiduciary can be liable even if they acted in good faith and that the benefit 
obtained also benefitted the principal (Boardman v Phipps) 
-Consent can be constructive in limited circumstances where the fiduciary acts with the full 
knowledge of the principal (Queensland Mines v Hudson) 
-All principals must consent (Boardman v Phipps) 
-The onus of proof is on the fiduciary to prove that the principal was fully informed 
 
3. Who can give consent? 
-If the fiduciary is the director of a company, consent must come from the shareholders (Regal 
Hastings) 
-A third party can obtain consent on behalf of the directors 
-Otherwise, the principal must give consent (Boardman v Phipps) 
 

2.6 REMEDIES AGAINST THE FIDUCIARY (PERSONAL & PROPRIETARY) 

Both personal and proprietary remedies are available to the principal in circumstances of breach 
without any defence 

2.6.1 REMEDIES AVAILABLE FOR BREACH OF THE CONFLICTS RULE 

1. Injunction to restrain continuing breach (Bolkiah v KPMG) 
 
2. Equitable compensation (Nocton v Lord Ashburton) 
-Appropriate where the breach has resulted in the principal suffering a loss but the fiduciary has not 
gained so much profit 
-It is distinct from common law damages in that there is no remoteness test, and damages are 
assessed at the time of judgment 
 
3. Rescission (Maguire v Makaronis) 
-An appropriate remedy when a fiduciary enters a contract that might lead to a breach of duty 

2.6.2 REMEDIES AVAILABLE FOR BREACH OF THE PROFITS RULE 

1. Account of profits 
-The fiduciary hands over all profit obtained, regardless of whether the principal incurred a loss 
(principal will be an unsecured creditor per Regal) 
-This is usually the appropriate remedy (Warman v Dwyer) 
 
2. Proprietary remedy of constructive trust (Boardman) 
 
3. Proprietary remedy of equitable lien (Warman v Dwyer)  
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3.1.3 THE DEFENDANT HAS KNOWLEDGE OF THE RESTRICTIONS 

An equitable duty to respect the confidentiality of information arises where the recipient of the 
information knows, or ought to know of restrictions placed on the information (Coco v AN Clark) 
 
Test (Objective) 
Would the reasonable man, in the shoes of the recipient, know or ought to know that the information 
was imparted in confidence? (Megarry J in Coco v Clark) 

Common Ways of Receiving Commercial Information 

1. Pre-existing relationship between the parties 
-Consider contractual relationships and negotiations, and confidential relationships such as 
patient/doctor 
 
2. No pre-existing relationship between the parties 
-Generally information is improperly obtained (Gummow J in Smith Kline) 
-If information is stolen, the thief is deemed to have received in confidence (Dunn J in Franklin v 
Giddins) 
 
3. Accidentally obtained by chance 
-If the document is obviously confidential then the recipient ought to know they cannot just do 
whatever they want with it (Lord Goff in AG v Guardian Newspapers) 
-Information blurted out in the public will not be deemed confidential (Coco v AN Clark) 
-Information that has wafted into the possession of another may be deemed confidential (Coco v AN 
Clark) 
 
4. Obtained by another and passed onto a third party 
-If the information is passed onto a third party, the third party is under obligation if they knew or 
ought to have known and the confidentiality of the original document (Douglass v Hello; ABC v Lenah) 
-Consider if it is so obvious it goes without saying (Giller v Procopets) 
 

3.1.4 BREACH/UNAUTHORISED USE OF THE INFORMATION 

The breach of the duty must come from unauthorised use of the information (Coco v AN Clark) 
 
Breach may arise from actual unauthorised use per Frank v Giddins or threats to use the information; 
actual intention to misuse the information is irrelevant (Talbot v General TV) 
 
Detriment 
-It is unclear whether detriment must be proven (Coco cf Smith Kline) 
-If continued secrecy is of importance to the plaintiff, then subject to special defences, equity will 
restrain publication (Gummow J in Smith Kline) 
 
Note: 
-Permitted uses do not need to be spelled out (Castrol v EmTech; Smith Kline) 
-Even if information was obtained in circumstances importing a duty of confidence, no confidence is 
breached where information is obtained through the defendant’s own endeavours, independent 
rediscovery or a public source 
-Government secrets require different considerations (detriment must be shown) 
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4.2.2 SPECIFIC DELIVERY 

An order of specific delivery of property can also be used in conjunction with a prohibitive 
(interlocutory) injunction 
 
Consider: 
-Franklin v Giddins where specific delivery was granted for nectarine budwood 
-Atkins v Cooper where specific delivery was granted for a dog 
-Foster v Mountford where specific delivery was granted to photographs taken 

4.2.3 EXCLUSIVE SERVICE CONTRACTS 

Equity may grant an injunction preventing a defendant from breaching a promise to perform services 
exclusively for the plaintiff (Lumley v Wagner) 
Note: cf Atlas Steels where an injunction was refused, as it would have been an attempt to indirectly 
enforce the contract 
 

4.3 EQUITABLE DAMAGES (LORD CAIRNS ACT DAMAGES) 

If the court has jurisdiction to entertain an application for an injunction or specific performance, it 
may award damages in addition to, or in substitution for an injunction or specific performance 
(Section 38 Supreme Court Act) 
 
Equitable damages are superior to common law damages and may be awarded for infringement of a 
purely equitable right (cf Ashley JA commenting in Giller v Procopets) – They are available where 
damage is threatened but has not yet occurred, or where there is a continuing wrong 

4.3.1 CONSIDERATIONS 

Equitable damages do not require an application seeking an injunction or specific performance; it 
simply requires the facts to give rise to the possibility of an injunction or specific performance (Mills v 
Ruthol; Giller v Procopets) 
 
Relevant factors in a decision to award damages in lieu: 
1. Small or trivial injury capable of being estimated in monetary terms 
 
2. It would be oppressive to grant another kind of relief 
 
3. Court tries to put the plaintiff in the same position in monetary terms as if the injunction or specific 
performance had been granted 
 
Relevant factors in a decision to award damages in addition: 
1. If the specific remedy is insufficient to compensate the plaintiff 
 
Note: 
-Always consider discretionary factors 

4.4 DECLARATIONS 

A declaration is a final statement of the rights of the parties – It can only be sought by a person with a 
‘real interest’ in the issue 
 
Declarations can be sought without consequential relief and may be sought in relation to proposed 
activities (Commonwealth v Sterling Nicholas) 
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5.2.3 SCOPE OF THE CONSTRUCTIVE TRUST 

A constructive trust confers an interest in the whole of the property of a severable part of it – 
Accordingly, if the court decides that a constructive trust is the appropriate relief, it must determine 
the scope of it 
 
Note: 
-Consider Boardman v Phipps where the scope of the trust was considered, with a generous 
allowance for skill, labour etc. which effectively reduced the scope of the trust 

5.2.4 WHEN BANKRUPTCY IS INVOLVED 

An equitable proprietary remedy elevates the plaintiff to the effective status of a secured creditor in 
respect of the asset in question, effectively giving the plaintiff an advantage over the defendant’s 
unsecured creditors 
 
Section 116(2)(a) of the Bankruptcy Act states that property divisible amongst creditors does not 
include property held on trust for another person 

5.3 EQUITABLE LIEN 

Equitable liens are a security over property to satisfy a debt – The plaintiff does not obtain a share of 
the property (like in a constructive trust) but instead acts like a mortgage to secure the debt owed 
 
It does not depend on a contract or possession and can arise in a wide variety of situations 
 
If the impugned fiduciary does not discharge the debt to the principal, the property in question will be 
sold and the principal paid out of the proceeds 
 
Note: 
-Any remaining unpaid funds owed will still be owed but the plaintiff will be considered an unsecured 
creditor 
-An equitable lien will always accompany a personal remedy, meaning that if the value of the property 
has changed, the amount secured is the amount which the plaintiff is entitled to (Warman; Giumelli) 

5.3.1 IDENTIFYING AN EQUITABLE LIEN 

When identifying an equitable lien, the court must state: 
1. When it arises; 
 
2. Who has the benefit; 
 
3. Over which property it secures; and 
 
4. To what amount it secures 
 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Allows the plaintiff to gain a security over the 
asset and get a personal remedy for the 
difference 

If the property increases in value, the plaintiff will 
not receive the benefit of the increase 

Can support a caveat The plaintiff does not get possession  

May result in a more equitable remedy that a 
constructive trust in some situations 

I the debt it satisfied by other funds, the plaintiff 
has no rights over the property 

Allows the plaintiff to order sale if not repaid  
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6 ASSIGNMENT OF PROPERTY RIGHTS 

6.1 PROPERTY RIGHTS IN EQUITY 

In some instances, a party may attempt to assign an interest in property such as a transfer of real 
property, gift of chattel or transfer of money into a bank account 
 
Equity is involved in an assignment of present property by way of gift, including: 
-Legal property that can be transferred at law 
-Legal property that cannot be transferred at law (part choses in action) 
-Equitable property that is only assignable in equity 
 
Equity is also involved in the assignment of future property (Tailby) 

6.2 FUTURE PROPERTY RIGHTS 

Future property is property that does not yet exist, or if it exists, is not yet owned by the person 
assigning it (Norman; Shepherd; Williams) 
 
It cannot be transferred as a gift, but can be transferred in equity if there is consideration (Tailby) 

6.2.1 WHEN CONSIDERATION IS NOT GIVEN 

Dividends (Norman) 
-Dividends on shares are future rights, which are not assignable unless declared 
-This is even the case if there is a past course of action that is likely to happen again 
 
Interests that may accrue (Norman) 
-An interest that might accrue is a future right that is not assignable 
-In Norman, the interest on the loan was not necessarily going to accrue 
 
Interests that will accrue (Shepherd) 
-Interest that will accrue is a present right to future income that is assignable 
-A present right to future income can be assigned 
-It does not matter whether the right actually results in any income or not 
-Norman was distinguished on the facts; in equity it is possible to assign the ‘tree’ or a proportion of it 
– the tree may or may not bear fruit but it does not impact the existence of the tree (Kitto J in 
Shepherd) 
 
Money/debts (Williams) 
-Money or debts that are not yet acquired and are a mere expectancy cannot be assigned 
-This is even the case if there is certainty around projected earnings  
 
Note: 
-The right to a proportion of a dollar amount is not assignable (Williams) 
-The right to a proportion of a percentage is assignable (Shepherd) 

6.2.2 WHEN CONSIDERATION IS GIVEN 

Only equity will bind the assignor in an assignment of future property if: 
1. Value is given; and 
 
2. The property is adequately described at the time of the assignment (it is ascertainable); and 
-The more specific the description, the more likely it can be ascertained 
 
3. The contract can be specifically performed (equity will not assist a volunteer) 
-Consider if specific performance is fair to both parties; consider court supervision (Tailby; Co-op) 
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